
The Different Types of Roofing services 

 
 
 

   Home-owners that are looking for trustworthy roofing specialists, might find themselves 
having difficulty since there are so many companies in the market offering the same 
services. Such a long time on the market is a guarantee for future clients that this company 
is experienced enough to install top quality roofing. Before hiring a roofer, be sure he is 
qualified and licensed for the task at hand. (Insert Business name) has more than ten years 
of experience inside the roofing industry. 
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Hiring a Reliable Roofer 
 
   When employing a qualified roofer, be sure to ask about the quality and warranty on the 
materials they use (BlueScope steel includes a twenty-five year warranty on their materials). 
Make sure that there is a workmanship guarantee included so that you can feel at comfort 
for many years ahead. Six year workmanship guarantee offered by (insert business name) is 
unquestionably a valuable solution (note: the (insert business name) workmanship 
guarantee can be extended to eighteen years). 
 
 
 

Re-roofing - Is it a Better Option?  
 
   Even though you're having troubles with leaking in your roof does not mean you're in need 
of a roof replacement. Re roofing could be just the thing you need. 
 
   The word re roofing means placing a completely new layer of roofing onto the existing one. 
This is much less expensive than purchasing a roof replacement and on top of that, it is just 
as efficient. 
 
   To find out if you are in need of a roof replacement or reroofing, you should first examine 
the condition of your roof. 

 
 
 

Roof Replacement 

 
   When the design of your house requires a new stylistic value from the roof, you will find 
roofing products from Metal Roofing and COLORBOND® useful for improving the design of 
your establishment. Sometimes the condition of the roof will require a complete roof 
replacement so that it can be 100% functional again. If you're looking for a Roof replacement 
city, Brisbane Roofing Services are very professional in relation to Roof Replacement 
services, give them a call to acquire more information. Bad conditions within the roofing 
structure does not have to be the only motive to invest in a new roof. 
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Residential Roofing 

 
We associate our house with safety. We like to make certain that our house is manufactured 
out of materials that are solid, tough, and will eventually last a long time. 
 
Roofing, being one of the most exposed areas of each house, must be resistant. Fierce heat, 
torrential rains, and other conditions like chemical fumes can significantly harm your roofing. 
For this reason purchasing high quality residential roofing is undeniably an essential choice 
when building or refurbishing the house. Fielders and COLORBOND® are respected and 
well know brands, (insert business name) will assist you to pick their best roofing product. 
 
 
 

New Roofing 

 
A high quality roof is important for any home. The roof has to be fire resistant, have no 
issues with leaking and needs to be visually attractive, these are all essential elements of a 
good roof. 
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Request a Free Roofing Consultation 

We are a skilled, reliable, proactive and engaged group of professionals. 
To work with us click here to request your free initial roofing consultation. 

 

After the Reroofing Project is Complete:  

 

What started as a roof estimate is now a completed job. Once the final piece of material is in 

place and the final nail removed from the grounds, a roofing company representative will 

inspect the job just to triple check the roofing crew's work. The disposal container will be 

picked up, and the yard sign removed. Once payment is complete, you can expect to receive 

the roofing company's workmanship warranty as well as the manufacturer's warranty through 

the mail. With all the work done, it's time to stand back and appreciate the beauty of your 

new roof. 
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